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1.Product Introduction

Watercolor Travel Sets provides you everything you need to start painting,except watercolor paper.It opens to
reveal a detachable palette of 5 mixing pans,12 small tablets,a water pen and a sponge to dry off excess
moisture.with a high concentration of pigments,the colours are bright and solid,including basis hues such as
Chinese White and ivory black,as well as shades of dark blue,vermilion and cobalt blue.The accompanying brush
is a water pen,perfect for painting as you go because all you have to do is fill up its reservoir.There is a pull down
hook on the box for easy access,and the pans can be refilled.

2.Product Parameter (Specification)

Product name: Watercolor Travel Sets Color: 12colors

Capacity: 3ml Usage: Art painting

Age: Over 36months Single size: 15mm*12.6mm

Material: Non-toxic Color Paint OEM/ODM: acceptable

Shape: Square Place of Origin: Zhejiang,China

Service Guarantee : Your satisfaction is our top priority, please rest assured to purchase our watercolor Tin for
kids.No matter what you're doing, no matter where you are, when you're on the road and want to pull out some
watercolors, the size of your travel collection is important. You may need a set that fits your pocket or bag
exactly. Also, your portable watercolors should be light because you don't want to be weighed down by extra
luggage.

3.Product Feature And Application

Watercolor Travel Sets

Welcome to buy watercolor travel sets from us. Every request
from customers is being replied within 24 hours.
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1.EASY TO USE: Each Watercolor travel Set is individually packed in a portable case with a paint brush inside.
Just with a little water, you can start painting.
2.WATER SOLUBLE PAINTS: Perfect starter kit for watercolor painting, everything you need Watercolor travel set
for beginner to professional artists.
3.Clean up is easy, simply use soap and water on brushes, surfaces, and skin. Free from harsh chemicals,
Watercolor travel set are a safe painting option for children and adults of all ages.before getting started,it’s always
best to have an initial sketch of what you plan to paint laid out on your work surface.this is known as your
foundation and will help guide you as you build your masterpiece.


